For interpreters of Walter Benjamin, the tlieory of allegory presented in Tlie Origin ofGcrnuiii Tragic Dranni (1925) presages ideas appearing in his later writings on such modern subjects as the poetry of Charles Baudelaire, the Paris arcades and Brechtian theater.' For instance, a prominent cultural historian like Susan Buck-Morss draws a direct analogy between the role the ruin plays in German Baroque Traiierspiel and the decay it comes to represent in the visual culture of the late nineteenth century:
... entirely incompatible with any sort of linear or dialectical development."'' Like phenotnena in nature, then, natural history maintains a quality of becoming in being. When seen in this way, the Tratierspiel absorbs both past and future into its history, so that origin is just as concerned with beginnings as it is with ends, and hence no longer isolated from the "world of ideas" by which it should properly be surrounded.
The very structure of Benjamin's book speaks to this idea. The ""Epistemo-Critical Prologue," in which methodology is outlined, serves to justify a two-part organization; the first section, "Tnnierspiel and Tragedy," focuses on past traditions by drawing the distinction between the poetics of Classical drama and those of German Baroque drama; and the second section, "Traiierspiel and Allegory," turns to future discussions by elaborating a Romanticist theory of allegory to conceptualize the Traiierspiel while setting it in its proper seventeenth-century context. Both these sections, then, attempt to address the Traiierspiel through its origin, which, as Benjamin writes in his prologue, although an entirely historical category, has, nevertheless, nothing to do with genesis. The term origin is not intended to describe the process by which the existent came into being, but rather to describe that which emerges from a process of becoming and disappearance. Origin is an eddy in the stream of becoming, and in its current it swallows the material involved in the process of genesis.* By means of the metaphorical framingcurrent, stream, edd>-of becoining and disappearance, origin emerges; it appears as a distinct moment absorbing everything around it only to be reabsorbed into the larger whole.'' This approach to describing the origin of the Trauerspiel supports Benjamin's decision to divide his book into two histories; the first half deals with that which came before the Trauerspiel (Classical drama), while the second deals with that which follows (Romanticism). This kind of historical temporality is justified, to Benjamin's mind, through the invocation of the philosophy of a properly Baroque figure; Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz and his Moinidology (1714) to which Benjamin turns in order to clarify his approach. According to Leibniz, a monad is a substance without parts. Yet each monad, even in its essential simplicity, contains the infinite multiplicity of all other monads-and for Benjamin these are like the objects of natural history in that they, too, are intricately interrelated to one another. ' What underlies Leibniz's theory is a conviction that all ideas are essentially bound together through a common unified spirit. Similarly, what emerges from Benjamin's natural history of the Trauerspiel is an abbreviated "image of the world" and the totality of ideas it reflects.'
The historical image of the Trauerspiel begins to unfold in the first half of the book in which Benjamin categorically rejects a type of scholarship that employs the dramatic treatises of the Baroque period in Germany as templates for reading the structure of the Trauerspiel. These treatises are largely based on Aristotle's Poeties. Yet Benjamin maintains that their influence on the plays of such Baroque writers as Andreas Gryphius (1616-1664), David Gaspers von Lohenstein (1635-83) and Johann Christian Hallmann (1664-1702) is quite insignificant once their composition, plot, and staging are thoroughly explored. For example, the hero of Classical tragedy typically derives his tragic stature from rank and myth, whereas in the Trauerspiel the sovereign emerges as the main character because he is the "principal exponent of history" and serves "as its incarnation."' Insofar as the ruler, the holder of absolute power, functioned as the representation of history in this period, his historical life inevitably defined the narrative content of the play. As opposed to the divine mythology of Classical tragedy, in which fate determines the outcome of things, the plot of Baroque drama remains decidedly immanent in that its narrative power rests entirely on the quotidian events of the sovereign's life. The Trauerspiel places the history appearing all around it into dramatic relief This turn to daily existence -albeit in a grandiose royal contextprovides some explanation for why seventeenth-century playwrights preferred to dwell on the details of court intrigue rather than on the eschatological questions governing the Classical stage.'" Furthermore, the preference can be brought to bear on political analyses of the period; Carl Schmitt's observation that the immanent possibility of catastrophe that haunted much of Counter-Reformation Europe is confirmed, according to Benjamin, by the dramaturgical idealization of political stability characterizing many of the Trauerspiel."
The immanence of Baroque drama becomes further emphasized in the second half of the book in which Benjamin addresses the Trauerspiel through its use of allegory. This was a rhetorical form that had been largely dismissed, to his mind, by Romantic aesthetic theory. While this might have been the case (and a whole body of literary criticism from Tzevan Todorov to Paul de Man continues the debate), Benjamin nonetheless depends for his theory of allegory on the first volume of Georg Friedrich Creuzer's Mylhologie (1810) in which the Romantic philologist characterized the experience of the symbol as a "momentary totality" and the experience of allegory as a "progression in a series of moments."'-According to Creuzer, symbolic representation is understood as a sudden illumination of an embodied idea, as an object whose form is its content. Allegorical representation, by contrast, requires a semantic substitution in order to access its meaning, extending the temporal dimension of the aesthetic experience. If Romanticism generally dismissed allegory as inauthentic on this basis, it was precisely because it was neither instantaneous nor self-sufficient and thus revealed its semiotic nature too easily." For Benjamin, however, the movement inherent in allegory between form and content was a most appropriate means for describ-and human flaws. At stake here, then, is an allegorical definition of the human experience we call history, whose "Hippocratic countenance" proffers a "petrified primordial landscape" to its viewer. Benjamin's allegorical image of history is that of a face encountering death -confronting that dramatic if inevitable moment when all hope is lost and disclosing, in the process, human powerlessness in the face, as it were, of nature's vitality. As opposed to the symbol's "fleeting" transfiguration and redemption of nature, allegory, whose multiple meanings are difficult and ambiguous in great part because of its dependence on the visual, becomes the rhetorical mode of choice for exposing the image of history's futility. This preference for allegory over the symbol was, for Benjamin, a distinctive feature of Baroque literary production -as was a reliance on images. He notes that even in the printed manuscripts of the period "both externally and stylisticallyin the extreme character of the typographical arrangement and in the use of highly charged metaphors -the written word tends towards the visual."'" Benjamin was hardly the first to underscore this tendency; as he points out, a whole generation of turn of the century scholars discussed allegory's risky engagement with visual representation. For example, he cites Carl Worst's Barockprohleine (1912) . in which an allegory is revealed as "a 'crossing of the borders of a different mode," an advance of the plastic arts into the territory of the 'rhetorical" arts."'" But it was precisely allegory's visual capacities that prompted the playwrights and scenographers of the Trauerspiel to merge the temporal dimension of the narrative word with the spatial extension of the allegorical image into a singular theatrical experience.
The theorization of allegory and its implied use in the T/Y/i/tTSTj/c/ notwithstanding. Benjamin does not explicitly address how allegory might have materialized in actual stage settings. Instead, he describes the scene through the metaphor of ruin: "In the ruin history has physically merged into the setting. And in this guise history does not assume the form of the process of an eternal life so much as that of irresistible decay. ... Allegories are. in the realm of thoughts, what ruins are in the realm of things."''' The decaying quality of the ruin -a fragment of what was once whole-records the inevitable progress of time, making it the most fitting material analogue to the incomplete and continuously deferred meaning associated with the allegorical process. To apply Benjamin's analysis of such a process to the complex design of stage settings makes clear how the latter coincide with the literary effect of allegory. By means of an allegorical conception of the art of scenography, in other words, the Baroque stage can be seen as the visual mechanistn by which a rhetorical device is activated.-" The three-dimensional settings of the Trauerspiel make apparent the rhetorical difficulty of allegory; that is, they make visually present, in the form of a ruin, the idea of the hopelessness of history that is, according to Benjamin, integral to the Baroque. This conflation of allegory, history, and the ruin -and their materialization in the stage setting -is supported by what we know of German Baroque scenic mechanics: the manipulation of perspectival effects, the recession of painted scenes, the use of moving machines, and the reliance on lighting and sound effects. Indeed, German Baroque scenography was so intricately conceived that it was hardly ever confined to a single unchanging backdrop. Instead, stage designers like Joseph Furttenbach opted to produce at least two completely disparate scenes that could be switched with great speed along with moving machines as well as light and sound effects in order to mesmerize their audiences through an elaborate spectacle. Furttenbach's designs were not entirely his own invention; they were informed by a century of architectural innovations on the Italian Renaissance stage.-'
Having spent ten years in Italy before the Thirty Years War, he had accumulated notes on a variety of theatrical events. In Milan, he attended a festival where he first observed the use of fireworks." In Rome, he measured the Colosseum, closely examined the Theater of Marcellus, and took note of the scenic ornaments of formal gardens.
All this, along with a short decription otlhe Medici Theater in Florence, was collected in his Newes Iliiicraniiin Italiae of 1627.-' These experiences so deeply influenced Furttenbach that he applied his acquired knowledge to the design lor a theater in Ulm (1640-1641) that is documented in his last treatise; The Noble Mirror ofArt (Mannhiiffter Kiiiislspiegel) .
In Ulm, where he had been appointed city architect. Furttenbach designed a stage with machines that could transform a city street into a country lane at a given musical cue (Fig. 1) ."'' In order to make the change occur as quickly as possible, he designed rotating triangular prisms caUed periakloi, which were painted on two sides, each representing a different scene.-' Placed directly behind the proscenium walls, the periokloi were erected in two sets of five (three primary and two secondary) on either side of the stage. These receded perspectivally both in plan and in section, and generated a three-dimensional painted setting for the action of the play. His plans indicate two and a half foot "streets" (or Gassen], which could function as wings through which the actors could enter and exit; these were located between the five-foot surfaces of the six primary /)t'//(;A7o;, which were painted to look like building facades (Fig. 2 ).-*' The corners of the four secondary /7e/'/«A-/o/. behind those facing the stage, met the corners of the painted panels to give the illusion that they were in fact three-dimensional buildings.
When the pericikfoi were reoriented from their original configuration as exterior corners of buildings into interior corners of hedges, the town miraculously transformed into a garden (Fig. 3 ).
In 1640, a certain Herr Merchius staged a performance in Furttenbach's theater that dramatized the life of Moses and the delivery of the Israelite people from Egypt. According to Furttenbach, "the production used 120 people, lasted for si.\ hours, and presented three principal changes of scene."" In addition to the turning prisms and a variety of painted backdrops, Furttenbach also designed and constructed fourteen machines that appeared on the stage during performances (Fig. 4 , PI. 4). Among them was a cloud machine containing a room that could be lowered onto the stage and then raised again while carrying actors playing Jesus and singing angels. There was also a box called a "glory"; here, four candles and a round double glass filled with red-colored water were set on top of a miniature model of Mount Sinai. In the darkness of the theater's interior, the light emanating from the box purportedly appeared as blinding as that of the sun, and was meant to inspire deep spiritual feelings in the audience. Furttenbach describes the scene in the following way; Now when the time comes in the play when the Lord God speaks from the heavens to Moses to the accompaniment of thimder and lightning and the sound of the trumpet, then the door is drawn up and the sun is turned a little to the right and then a little to the left to send a beautiful splendor with shimmering beams toward the spectators, causing them great wonder. This glory will serve for many other actions besides Mount Sinai and the lover of such things will produce great delight with it.2« In its coordination of light, sound and motion, the glory was treant to enrapture the audience. To further impress spectators, Furttenbach designed wave machines mimicking the motion of water. When used in sequence, still. sliding, violent and upstanding waves allowed Moses to command the parting of the Red Sea. Furttenbach's treatise includes the description of machines for other plays with biblical subject matter; we learn of Jonah's ship and a whale with a moveable mouth wide enough to "swallow" Jonah. Each of these machines are. in effect, miniature stages moving or floating through the greater perspectival space of the stage. As opposed to Aristotle's condition that in "tragedy it is not possible to imitate many parts of the action being carried on simultaneously," these machines work to undermine the ideal unity of place, producing an elaborately fragmented scene portrayed 123 jr;J-;,-.,S" r, Figure •< by Benjamin in the idea of the ruin.-' When measured against the scale of the stage in Ulm, the machines are large enough to transgress the rules of linear perspective that guided the overall design of the stage. As such, they divide the stage into multiple and discrete spaces, each with an autonomous interior: the whale's mouth into which Jonah is swallowed, the space inside the "glory" into which the double glass is placed, or the platform within the cloud machine where Jesus and the angels sing. These secondary spaces may never fully destroy the perspectival integrity of the greater whole. Yet they visually enact the potentially disruptive effect of allegory by literally presenting, within the unity proffered by a perspectival setting, a multiplicity of theatrical spaces that emerge successively and that mirror, by virtue of changing scenic mechanics, the unfolding of allegorical meaning in the play.
The design and mechanics of Furttenbach's stage, then, operate in much the same way as Benjamin's description of the narrative complexity of the Trauerspiel as "built up in the manner of terraces."'" For example, Benjamin points to the custom of the double title of such plays as Mailman's Adonis unci Rosibella, whose structure introduces subject matter and then allegorical content. The subject matter is simply given by the names of the characters in love, "Adonis and Rosibella," while the allegorical content that follows summarizes the meaning underlying the events, "the significance of love and its triumph over death." Benjamin calls these allegories "captions" to the nominal title." Throughout the dialogue of the play new captions appear in the dialogue bearing witness to an allegorical meaning that continuously surfaces as part of the visual setting. For Benjamin, these captions are as textual as they are imagistic, in that they function on stage "as if they properly belong beneath an allegorical engraving."'-The machines described above can likewise be understood as "captions" to the overall design of the setting. Just as the spoken prose grows in repetitive complexity, each "layer" of architectural and mechanical artifice adds to the intricacy of form and functionality of the physical stage. In this context, the dense prose of the Trauerspiel is set within a space designed to create a perspectival illusion that is always being compromised by a series of moving machines, enacting divine, magnificent and often magical sideshows. Benjamin's explication of the effect of allegory in these plays, which push towards narrative fragmentation, is mirrored by an accumulation of objects in the visual spectacle.
What we might call the fragments of Baroque scenography perioktoi, machines, backdrops, and light and sound effects, each with their own theatrical and spatial consequences -compete with the visual power of one-point perspective for the audience's attention. It was in the latter that Furttenbach saw the source of theatrical euphoria. He wrote in the following terms about the epiphanic effect of perspectival illusion on the spectator: What a splendid moving thing is a perspective scene in a theater. The perspective lines carry the eye so well in the distance that not only the ordinary spectator, but the master himself will be carried away against his will and be astonished and entranced. Perspective presents such a lovely new world that even a melancholy spirit would be refreshed, strengthened, and persuaded to a longer life."
The precise geometry of lines converging into the distance entice the viewer's gaze "against his will" and towards the action taking place on stage. But who is this viewer? There are the "ordinary spectators," but the "master" of whom Furttenbach writes refers to the "Princes, Dukes, and Electors, who are fond of having such plays presented" and who often sponsored them as celebratory events for their courts. " It is likely only the latter who are privileged enough to possess a "melancholy spirit"-that is, a spirit susceptible to being overwhelmed by a visual entrance into the illusionistic depth of the mechanized stage and thereby overcome by a spectacle that causes the loss of one's grasp of reality. wooden box lined with brass foil used as a reflector for the "Glory of Mount Sinai;" cloud for the appearance of "a destroying angel;" cloud for the angel who prevents Abraham's sacrifice; the bower with gourds for the Jonah play; Pharaoh's throne; three waves -on top is the wave board for a quiet sea. in the center the wave board for a rough sea, and on the bottom the roller for a large wave; two standing waves; Mount Sinai; the whale who swallowed Jonah; Jonah's ship; a parasol frame used in the scene with the "burning bush of fire" along with different types of light sources. 
V.ik, I he
Furttenbach's use of the word "melancholy" to characterize the privileged viewers of Trauerspiel offers an irresistible transition back to Benjamin, who points out that Lutheran doctrines prevalent in seventeenth-century Germany produced an overriding sense of melancholy in the ruling classes. Through the rejection of good works, he explains, human actions were deprived of value and. as a result, the great men of the Baroque period were left in a state of helpless self-absorption.'* These were the privileged spectators who. since the early history of perspectival theater, sat in the center of the hall, the location from which all perspectival lines could be seen to converge at a single vanishing point on stage.'" Just as the French philosopher Blaise Pascal famously called his king "a man full of miseries" who must be distracted from his melancholy, the writers and scenographers of the Trauerspiel conceived of their plays as distractions for their princes, whose despondency likewise plagued their souls."
Melancholy, in sum. is not only the state of mind but also the very image through which Benjamin asks his readers to understand the staging of the Trauerspiel. As he explains: "The images and figures presented in the German Trauerspiel are dedicated to Diirer's genius of winged melancholy. The intense life of its crude theater begins in the presence of this genius" (Fig. 5 )."* Hence, Albrecht Dtirer's Melencolia /(1514) is one of the few images illustrating Benjamin's text. Erwin Panofsky and Fritz Saxl. whose analysis of Dtirer's engraving is heavily cited in Benjamin's book, see here "Geometria surrendering to melancholy, or of Melancholy with a taste for geometry." They conclude that the image, "as in many other contemporary representations, is both the problem and a symbol of geometrically defined optics -more particularly, of perspective."'" Such an interpretation not only corresponds to the link made by Furttenbach between melancholy viewers and perspectival effects on stage. It also amplifies the specific ineaning of the objects that surround Dtirer's figure. For Panofsky and Saxl.
Afeleiieolia's occupations are described by a list of tools; with her compasses she can measure, with her moulding plane she can build and with descriptive geometry she can produce optical illusions like perspective. But instead of an active role, she chooses to contemplate in silence. The princely spectator of the Trauerspiel. sitting in the center of the viewing audience, is likewise silent and motionless. His melancholic gaze is absorbed in a spectacle embellished by theatrical designs built only to distract him from his own misery. Yet he is never granted a final conclusion or a historical purpose. The allegories of the Trauerspiel saturate his mind with endless associations housed in a stage and enacted by scenery that decomposes into a ruinous chaos of fragments. Benjamin wrote that "the only pleasure the melancholic permits himself, and it is a powerful one. is allegory."'"' Neither the written allegories to be found in the Trauerspiel nor the stage upon which they were performed culminated in any sort of enlightenment for their viewer. Instead, they brought only incompleteness.
The Trauerspiel, in conclusion, is the materialization of the rhetoric of allegory: "[wjhatever it picks up, its Midas-touch turns into something endowed with significance.'^' Yet however much one persists in seeking fulfilled meaning in its language or its scenography, concrete significance always slips away into another layer of association and theatrical distraction. Like Melencolia's listless gaze, those who sat before the scenic illusions and mechanics of the Baroque stage were left to contemplate an endless landscape of ruin, and therefore were given only temporary relief as Furttenbach wrote, from their own "melancholy spirit." In this scheme of things, the theoretical frame of Benjamin's analysis sets the stage for the Trauerspiel, which can be understood as a moving three-dimensional image of the insistent yet hopeless search for meaning in history. That fruitless search, to Benjamin's mind, was so characteristic of the Baroque that to describe it he turned to the lamentation of one of the allegorical figures from Sigmund von Birken's Die Fried-erfreule Teutonie ( 1652): "Weeping we scattered the seed on the fallow ground and sadly we went away."''-127
